POSTDELIVERY DETECTION AND
INCIDENT RESPONSE
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PREDELIVERY PROTECTION
• ePrism™ Email Security Gateway
• AV and Malware Scanning
• Mail reputation and custom filtering rule sets
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As part of our commitment to Delivering the World’s Safest Inboxes™ we have engineered our Postdelivery
Detection solution—ThreatTest—to be able to automatically quarantine, analyze and remove malicious
messages from user inboxes. Now, our ThreatTest customers can take targeted email threat protection to
the next level by adding Incident Response with automated Global Remediation which removes malicious
email threats from all user inboxes across the organization at once.
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POSTDELIVERY DETECTION
• ThreatTest™ Anti-Phishing Solution
• Digital fingerprinting and threat scoring
• Combination of machine learning and human review
• iPrism™ Web Protection of Blended Threats
INCIDENT RESPONSE
• ThreatTest global remediation
• Alerting/reporting of phishing & malicious attacks
• Security operation center integration
• Secure Content Archiving™

Postdelivery Detection
When it comes to detecting and stopping IT security threats, rapid detection of
phishing attacks is essential. Unfortunately, with a shortage of almost 3 million
cybersecurity professionals, most organizations are unable to dedicate
experienced personnel to detect and remediate malicious email. EdgeWave
ThreatTest is the world’s first fully-managed, postdelivery anti-phishing solution.
Patent-pending ThreatTest removes the guesswork and provides an automated
process for employees to report suspicious emails, accelerating analysis while alleviating
help desk resource constraints. When an employee receives an email impersonation or other suspicious
email, with a click of a button, ThreatTest provides accurate investigation and incident response in minutes.

The key? EdgeWave’s Threat Detection Center.
ThreatTest’s email analysis is not only fueled by EdgeWave’s gauntlet of advanced threat filtering engines
and machine learning, but by our labs of expert human analysts. Across the globe, our analysts spend 24/7
reviewing and categorizing email-borne attacks. This expert human layer is unique to ThreatTest and is
essential to successfully thwarting social attacks with the highest levels of accuracy.

ThreatTest upgrades you to The World’s Safest Inboxes™:
• Flags and resolves phishing incidents in minutes without IT
• Activates employees as a final level of endpoint security
• Dramatically reduces the role of IT in resolving threats
• Saves lots of time and money on remediation and follow-up
• Lowers need for security awareness training
• Dramatically reduces your risk of breaches and vital data loss

Incident Response with Global Remediation
Dwell time for malicious email attacks and phishing threats is a big problem for
overall email security. If one user submits a suspicious email and it’s removed, it may
also be in other users’ inboxes and not yet discovered. Each instance of the threat
increases odds that it will be clicked on or responded to.
Working hand-in-hand with ThreatTest, EdgeWave’s Incident Response with Global
Remediation dramatically reduces dwell time by automatically eliminating known threats
across your organization. Unlike other solutions that detect one malicious email, but then
depend on IT teams to search for and remove other instances across the network manually,
EdgeWave Incident Response removes every instance of the suspect email in every inbox across the
organization in minutes.

You can’t afford to leave your users unprotected.
Threats like phishing, spear phishing, ransomware, BEC and other socially engineered attacks require pre
and postdelivery protection, along with powerful incident response tools to guarantee these threats are
eliminated across your enterprise. With more than 20 years of security experience, only EdgeWave gives
you all three essential ingredients to keep your business, users and data safe from ever-evolving
targeted threats. Visit edgewave.com or call us at 800-782-3762 to learn more about how EdgeWave
can help you grow your business and protect your users and data.
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